Filling First Prescription
When you start the ApotheSoft program, it you are prompted for your intials as a user ID and a Password. On the DEMO version anything not blank works.  The default password for the licensed program is   RPH
Once the RX screen is loaded you can look at RX records with the UP/DOWN arrows or click the little Up/Down buttons beside the RX number. The fills for an individual RX are shown on the bottom and you can scroll them with the mouse. 
Once you select an RX press TAB and you are in the REFILL mode. Tab through the fields to change the data and click the SAVE button to complete the REFILL. 
If the Patient on that RX has insurance you will flip to the ClaimProcess Screen to process that. There is a button in the lower right to process the insurance. You have to have signed up with our claim processor to be able to do claim processing.  To sign up for this service,  call  Retail Solutions  (800)  962-0036
To start a NEW RX put an asterisk (*) in the RX field on the main screen. From that point you will be prompted for a patient. Put in part of a last name and press ENTER and you will flip to the PATIENT screen. Use the arrows and pick the right patient (or set one up) then click the BACK TO RX SCREEN BUTTON or pressing ENTER after selecting a PATIENT will also return. The same process happens with DOCTORS and DRUGS. 
The search fields for PATIENTS / DOCS / DRUGS are free form. If you enter something ALPHA it assumes a name, if it looks like a Phone Number (or partial) it tries that, if it looks like a DOC DEA (license) number it tries that, etc. 
To ReFill an Rx, simply enter the Rx number in the Rx number filed of the Rx Screen.
Label samples can be ordered from RxSystem Labels (800) 922-9142  order label number  5711FS Special Stock Sheet Fed Duo-Web style K Label
 
 





